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1 Introduction 

1.1 Purpose 

The purpose of the Initial Semantic framework for dynamic multi-scale industry modelling deliverable is to 

provide aninitial overview of the semantic framework tools architecture by providing architectural views and 

perspectives of the various system design models. 

 

The goal of this deliverable is to effectively communicate the architecture of the semantic framework tools to 

the members of the MONSOON project. 

1.2 Scope 

In the context of MONSOON work package structure, Task 4.1 (Semantic framework for dynamic multi-scale 

industry modelling)deals with design and implementation of tools and infrastructure for creation and 

maintenance of the semantic models specified in Task 2.5. 

 

The main purpose of proposedsemantic tools is to provide a set of functionalities, which would enable the 

data scientists and process experts todefine and create the production process models, specify the process 

parameters (e.g. define data dictionary, define process inputs and outputs,map the outputs to the KPIs, etc.) 

and to implement the knowledge base.Besides those, the Semantic framework will also support sharing of 

data dictionaries and production process models between different production environments and will also 

enable working of multiple experts on the same models in the collaborative environment. 

 

The development approach in MONSOON is iterative and incremental, including three prototyping cycles 

(ramp-up phase, period 1, and period 2). The document describes the initial version of the Semantic 

frameworkavailable for period 1 and documents the proposed tool from different viewpoints including its 

architecture, use case description, logical, process and deployment views. 

 

1.3 Related documents 

The D4.1 document describes a modelling software used to manage the semantic models described in 

deliverable D2.7 – Initial cross-sectorial domain model.  
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2 Architecture 

The architecture of proposed tool will be presented in this document by widely used principles (viewpoints 

and perspectives architecture) described in the Software System Architecture by Rozanski and Woods [1]. 

Viewpoints and perspectives are principles which are useful for understanding different aspects of 

asoftwaresystem while keeping separation in different concerns, developer focus, managing complexity and 

make it easier to communicate with stakeholders. 

2.1 Viewpoints 

Viewpoints represent an approach to structuring the architecture definition and the architectural description, 

based on the principle of separation of concerns. Viewpoints contain proven architectural knowledge to 

guide the creation of an architecture described in a particular set of views.The view is then a set of models 

and descriptions which represent the system from the related set of concerns.  

 

We describe the Semantic framework by well-known 4+1 architectural view model [2]. This view model is 

used for describing the system architecture based on the use of multiple, concurrent views. Schema of this 

view model is shown at Figure 1.Weenhanced this model by Data view and User interaction viewto capture all 

system features, the views are summarized in Tab. 1.The views of the model are further described in the 

following table. 

Figure 1 - 4+1 architectural view model 

 

 

Table 1 - Semantic framework views 

View Description 

Use-case view Captures system functionality as seen by the users and defines system behavior.  

Logical view 

The logical view (or logical architecture) is the object model for the software 

design. Its main purpose is to describethe structure of the software. The logical 

view presents a structure of the software, visualizing thestructure of the classes 

and their relationships. 

Development view 

The development view focuses on the module organization of the software. It 

defines, how the classes are organized into packages and outline the 

dependencies between packages. It shows the layered structure of the software 

and the responsibilities of each layer in the designed system. 

Process view 

The process view provides the perspective of running processes and instantiated 

objects that exist in the proposed system. It describes important concurrency and 

synchronization issues. 
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Deployment view 

Deployment view describes the environment that the system will be deployed in 

and captures the dependencies on the runtime environment. This view also 

captures the hardware environment (primarily the processing nodes, network 

interconnections, and required disk storage, etc.), the technical environment 

requirements for each element, and mapping of the software elements to the 

runtime environment that will execute them. 

Data view Data view simply describes the structure of data entities and their relationships. 

User interaction view 
Describes how a user interacts with the system. The user interface is specified 

using the mock-ups. 

 

2.2 Perspectives 

Perspectives are acomplementary concept to viewpoints and contain proven architectural knowledge and 

help to structure the architecture definition by separating concerns, but focusing on cross-structural quality 

properties rather than architectural structures. 

Table 2 - Semantic framework tool perspectives 

Perspective Description 

Accessibility The ability of the system to be used by people with disabilities. 

Availability and Resilience 

The ability of the system to be fully or partly operational as and when 

required and to effectively handle failures that could affect system 

availability. 

Development Resource 
The ability of the system to be designed, built, deployed, and operated 

within known constraints around people, budget, time, and materials. 

Evolution 

The ability of the system to be flexible when facing changes that all systems 

experience after deployment and balanced against the costs of providing 

such flexibility. 

Internationalization 
The ability of the system to be independent of any particular language, 

country or cultural group. 

Location 
The ability of the system to overcome problems brought about by the 

absolute location of its elements and the distances between them. 

Performance and Scalability 
The ability of the system to predictably execute within its mandated 

performance profile and to handle increased processing volumes. 

Regulation 
The ability of the system to conform to local and international laws, quasi-

legal regulations, company policies, and other rules and standards. 

Security 

The ability of the system to reliably control, monitor, and audit who can 

perform what actions on what resources and to detect and recover from 

failures in security mechanisms. 

Usability 
The ease with which people who interact with the system can work 

effectively. 

 

2.3 Architectural Goals and Constraints 

The main goal of semantic modelling for the MONSOON project is to provide a common communication 

language between domain experts, stakeholders, and data scientists. To make this communication more 
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effective, theSemanticframework will provide user interfaces for creation and editing of the semantic models 

and web service interface, which will allow using knowledge expressed in the semantic models for 

optimization and simulations of the production processes. 

 

Requirements on the Semantic framework were addressed in WP2 – Requirements Engineering and 

Reference Architecture and POC (Proof-Of-Concept) scenarios. POC P4.1.1. – Semantic modelling
1
addressed 

usage of the Semantic framework in both Aluminium and Plastic demonstration scenarios. The objective of 

this POCwas to provide the description of the initial Semantic framework and its functionality. POC 

considered the initial implementation of the web application for theSemanticframework, where the data 

analyst or domain expert can create main entities of the semantic models (developed in task T2.5 – Cross-

sector domain model) such as processes, process segments (phases), related equipment, data attributes, 

predictive functions and KPIs. In the initial version of the Semantic framework, the tools would allow the users 

to create linking between the concepts. The specification of functional dependencies such as specification of 

function for mapping of one KPI to another one will be not supported in this initial version. The initial version 

will provide web interface only and no web service interface for integration with other components will be 

provided. 

 

These descriptions served as one of the inputs for requirements gathering and this section summarizes the 

initial list of the major software requirements and objectives that have asignificant impact on the architecture 

of presented tools. Described initial requirements will be subsequently refined after the initial user testing. 

The software requirements are divided into two main categories: 

- functional requirements  

- non-functional requirements 

2.3.1 Functional requirements 

The Semanticframework must be capable of directly or indirectly supporting all business and functional 

requirements: 

- Users must be able to create a new environment (project) for each domain. 

- Users must be able to filter the Dataelementsof the selected production process and vice versa. 

- Users must be able to create and edit all Data elements, processes and their dependencies specified 

in the formal specification of the cross-sectorial domain model. 

- Users need to export and import created models. 

2.3.2 Non-functional requirements 

The semanticmodeller must support the following non-functional requirements: 

- The system must be available for awide scale of devices (tablets, desktop, notebooks, etc.). 

- The system will be implemented as a client-server system. 

- The system should provide acollaborative environment for themodel creation and editing allowing 

different groups of users to share and collaborate on the specification of the domain models. 

- The system must provide easy to use, drag & drop interface for process modelling. 

 

The system should be also capable to support qualitative system requirements: 

- evolution 

- internationalization 

- usability 

 

                                                
1
https://confluence.fit.fraunhofer.de/confluence/display/MON/P4.1.1+Semantic+modelling+POC 
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3 Use-Case View 

This section presents the Use-case view and depicts the most important use cases, selected for the initial 

version of the Semantic framework from the user point of view.For better understanding, we presenta UML 

Use case diagram, that depicts all considered involved actors, use cases, and relations between them. Use 

case diagram for theSemantic framework is depicted inFigure 2. 

 

Forthe initial version of theSemanticframework,we have selected the followinguse cases (the use cases will be 

described in section 3.2): 

- Createa new project 

- Loadexisting project 

- Modelling of production process 

- Create and edit theelements (Data elements, KPIs, Resources) 

- Create and edit the elements (Predictive functions) 

- Create and edit the dependencies  

 

Figure 2 - Semantic framework tools use cases 

3.1 Stakeholders 

This section identifies and describes the main user roles, that will use Semantic framework. Following sections 

present the user stories, which help to identify future use cases, requirements for theproposed system and 

simplify thecreation of test cases. 

3.1.1 Domain expert: "Jean" 

Jean is 53 years old and during the last 20 years, he has been working in aluminiumindustry as a production 

manager in green anode paste plant. During that time, he gained deep knowledge about anode creation 

process. He has a lot of knowledge about theprocess itself, various process steps parameters and the 

influence of parameters settings on the anode quality. Jean has also information about devices and 

machinesinvolved in the process and which of their parameters are monitored and stored in plant SCADA 
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system. Jeanwants to use the Semantic framework to preserve his expert knowledge about anode creation 

process for other colleagues. 

 

He visitsSemantic frameworktool in the MONSOON Data Lab and createsa new project called Anode creation 

process, also addsa basic info containing adescription of the process. At first, he modelsthe process using 

simple drag and drop graphical user interface. For each process step, he canadd a brief description of the 

particular phase. Now, he decides to switch to the data editor tab, where he describes the data 

elementswhich represent inputs and outputs in process steps, resources (persons andequipment) and 

dependencies between them. Using the Semantic framework, he canmap them to the particular process 

phases.After that, he can simply share the project with other colleagues by sharing URL address of the 

project.  

3.1.2 Data analyst: "Anna" 

Anna is a young data analyst in fast-growing data analysis company. Currently, she is working on a new 

project for an aluminium company. Her job is to analyze the data from anode creation process and create the 

models to optimize the process parameters. Anna is excited to solve the task, but initially, she has no 

background knowledge about anode production process. To gain the knowledge about the new domain, 

Anna started the communication with Jean, and since Jean already formalized much useful information about 

the process and production environment using the semantic model, he shared the project link in aSemantic 

framework with Anna. 

 

She looks at a graphical representation of the process and can read thedescriptionof the process phases. 

Also,sheis able tolook up data elements, resources and KPIs related to the particular process phases. When 

Anna clicks on the specific element, she can read abasicdescription of the element and itsrelationship with 

other elements. Now, she has a better understanding of the process, which can contribute to the analysis she 

has to perform. The Semantic frameworkalso provides a mechanism to capture the knowledge obtained from 

this analysis. She can create a new element - predictive function,and describe which analytical method will be 

used for the analysis,specify the input elements, type of the output and map the performance of the 

predictive function to therelated KPIs. 

3.2 Use cases forInitial Semantic framework for dynamic multi-scale industry modelling 

In this section, we will describe 5 main use cases selected for theinitial version of theproposed application. 

 
Createa new project 

This use case will be used when an actor needs to create anenvironment where he will store knowledge 

about thespecific process. For example, a domain expert wants to store all his knowledge about thespecific 

process in one place, so he createsa new project, defines its name, and provides a description of the process. 

The created project can be shared with theother collaborators, which will later enable sharing of the 

knowledge contained in the process models.  

 

Load existing project 

This use case will be used when an actor wants to loadalready existing project. Loading project can be 

performedin two different ways. The first option is to select an existing project from the list of all available 

projects. The second option is by specifying the project directly by a project URL. This option is useful when 

sharing the project with the co-workers in a project team. 

 

Modelling of production process 

A domain expert will trigger this use case when he needs to model and store information about 

theproductionprocess. Using the modelling tool, he is able to create process model in a form of diagram 

using graphical user interface of the Semantic framework. The model consists of several nodes of pre-defined 

types (e.g. process step, sub-process, thestart of the process, end of the process, etc.) and of the connection 
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elements that specifies execution dependencies between the nodes. Connections can be annotated with the 

labels and nodes can be annotated with the short description. 

 

Create and edit elements 

This use case will be used when an actor wants to create aspecific element (data element, resource, KPI, 

predictive function).For example, domain expert in thearea of green anode production process wants to 

create elements related to mixing and cooling phases of the green anode production. First, he createsthe 

data elements which represent input and output to this particular process phase and uses creating and 

editing dependencies functionality to map them to this process phase(e.g. he creates data element 

titledvibration cycle time and set itas theoutput of the process phase). Now he defines KPI related to this 

phase (e.g. KPI energy consumption). Now, theuseris able to set resources related to this process, 

includingpersons (e.g. workersinvolved in this process phase) andequipment(e.g. machines used in this phase). 

This functionality also allows actors to list and filter these elements by specific process phases, which 

provides aquick overview of the process, the tool also provides a detailed view of the elements and their 

relation to the process. When theusergains knowledge of the process, he can optimize mixing and cooling 

phase based on input and output data elements and try to create the models that will reducethe energy 

consumption of the machines involved in the process phase. Then he can build a prediction function element 

and store the model, so it will be available for other actors.  

 

Create and edit dependencies  

This use case describes the functionality when an actor wants to create adependency between created 

elements e.g. when domain expert wants to capture dependency of a machine temperature from coolant 

level in mixing and cooling phase.Anotherway to use the dependencies is to specify, which parameters 

represent an input to the prediction function and which parameterscorrespond to output (predicted values). 

This way of dependencies creation will be mostly used by data analysts.  
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4 Logical View 

Based on the initial system requirements, constraints, goals and use cases, we proposed an architecture as 

shown inFigure 3.The main idea of theSemantic frameworkarchitecture is to provide a Content Management 

Services available via REST API, so the application could beextended to mobile or desktop devices. For better 

user experience, we also propose usage of WebSocket, which will allow system to perform real-time 

notification and propagate the changes done by the user to other users working on the same project. 

 

Figure 3 - Semantic modeller architecture 

In the initial version, we propose Semantic framework for management and storage of manufacturing 

process models. During the next project phases in the updated versionof the tool, any MONSOON 

application will access the knowledge base via REST API interfaces. 

 

The semantic framework contains three main components: 

1. Semantic modeller - all boundary classes that represent the application screens and graphical 

interfaces 

2. Content management services - contains all necessary components to create, edit, store and filter 

information via REST API. These components are:  

o Data-filtering services 

o Project services 
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o Elements services 

o Dependencies services 

3. Semantic framework repository–adata storage component 

4.1 Semantic modeller components 

InTable 3, we present a list of all Semantic framework components with their corresponding owners. 

Table 3 - Semantic framework components 

Component name: Component owner 

Semantic modeller TUK 

Content management services TUK 

Semantic frameworkrepository TUK 

 

 

The following tablescontain a description oftheparticular components. 

Table 4 - Semantic modeller component 

Component name: Semantic modeller 

Description: 

The semanticmodeller will: 

- Allow users to create project 

- Allow users to access content of existing project 

- Provide modelling and visual representation of manufacturing process 

- Allow user to create and edit elements (data elements, resources, KPIs, 
predictive functions) 

- Allow user to map elements to elements or map elements to processes 

- Allow user to filter project content by user requirements 

Dependencies: Content Management Services 

Technologies: React + Redux (see the overview of technologies below) 

Data(in/out/storing): 

IN – JSON data 

OUT – JSON data 

STORING – JSON data 
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Main technical use 
cases 

 

 

Table 5–Content Management Services 

Component name: Content Management Services 

Description: Set of services available via RESTful API by any application. 

Dependencies: Semantic framework repository 

Technologies: Node.js 

Data(in/out/storing): 
IN – content from repository 

OUT – JSON data 
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Main technical use 
cases 

 

 

Table 6–Content Management Services – Data filter services 

Component name: Content Management Services – Data filter services 

Description: Services used for filtering of the project content – elements, dependencies, processes 

Dependencies: Semantic framework repository 

Technologies: Node.js 
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Table 7–Content Management Services – Project services 

Component name: Content Management Services – Project services 

Description: Services used for project creation and managing project features – name, description. 

Dependencies: Semantic framework repository 

Technologies: Node.js 

 

Table 8 – Content Management Services – Element services 

Component name: Content Management Services – Element services 

Description: Services used for creating and editing of elements (processes, data elements, etc.) 

Dependencies: Semantic framework repository 

Technologies: Node.js 

 

Table 9–Content Management Services – Dependencies services 

Component name: Content Management Services – Dependencies services 

Description: Services used for managing dependencies between elements 

Dependencies: Semantic framework repository 

Technologies: Node.js 

 

Table 10–Semantic framework repository 

Component name: Semantic framework repository 

Description: Used to store all data about projects, elements, and dependencies. 

Dependencies: 

Technologies: MongoDB 
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Main technical use 
cases 

 

 

4.2 RESTful API 

In this section, we describe the interfaces of the components covered in the initial phase. The list of available 

interfaces is summarized in Table 11. 

Table 11–RESTful API 

Type Path Description 

POST /project Create new project 

GET /project/:id Get project by specific id 

GET /project Get list of all projects 

DELETE /process_flow Remove specific process model from project 

POST /process_flow Create/Update process model in project 

GET /process_flow/filter Filter all processes and sub-processes for specific project 

POST /element/filter_by_processes Filter elements mapped to specific processes 

GET /element/filter Filter all elements for specific project 

POST /element Create new element 
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Type Path Description 

DELETE /element Remove specific element from project 

POST /relations Create new dependency between elements 

GET /relations/:projectId/:elementId Filter dependencies by specific element and project 

 

4.3 WebSocket 

The RESTful API described in the previous chapter supports only the synchronous communication initiated by 

the client. In order to support also asynchronous communication initiated by the server side, the framework 

provides also WebSocket interface. WebSocket is a computer communications protocol, which provide full-

duplex communication channels over a single TCP connection. The purpose of the integration of WebSocket 

to Semantic modeller is to improve the user experience. Integration of WebSocket allows the system to 

perform real-time notification and changes done by the users for the other users working on the same 

project. 
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5 Process View 

This section presents a description of the Process view of the architecture. It describes the tasks (processes 

and threads) involved in the systems executions, their interactions and configurations and also allocations of 

objects and classes to tasks. 

5.1 Processes 

Figure 4depicts the processes considered in the context of the Semantic framework. 

 

 

Figure 4 - Processes 

SemanticFrameworkApplication - manages functionality of theentire application, including user interface 

processing and coordination with the content management services. There is one instance of this process for 

each user. 

 

MainApplicationForm - controls the family of forms that user uses for project management. 

 

ProjectCreationProcess -this process is used for thecreation of a new process by thecurrent user. This process 

usesProjectActions to communicate with content management services.  

 

ProjectLoadProces - this process is used for loading an existing project. This process usesProjectActions to 

communicate with content management services. 

 

ProjectEditorProcess -ProjectEditorProcess supportsmodelling of manufacturing process flow. This process 

usesProcessFlowEditorActions to communicate with content management services.  

 

DataEditorProcess - DataEditorProcess supports creation and editing of elements and element dependencies. 

This process usesElementActions and RelationActions to communicate with content management services. 

 

ProjectActions - used to support the use cases allowing the user to create anew project, list existing projects 

and load specific project. 
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ProcessFlowEditorActions - these actions support use cases allowing user to create, modify and delete 

manufacturing process flow. 

 

ElementActions - used to support the use cases allowingthe user to create, edit and delete elements. 

 

RelationActions - used to support the use cases allowing the user to create, edit and delete elements 

relations. 
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6 Data View 

The data model is presented in this section as a logical view. The logical view of the data model is shown 

inFigure 5.It consistsof four main objects: Project, Process flow, Element, Relation. 

 

Project - is used to store basic information about existing projects. 

Process flow - is used to store information about modelled processes. 

Element - is used to store basic information about data elements, KPIs, resources, predictive functions. 

Relation - is used to store information about dependencies between elements and processes. 

 

 

Figure 5–Data model 
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7 User interaction View 

This chapter provides adescription of the user interfaces designed for the initial release of the Semantic 

framework. Description consists of the wireframe diagrams and mock-up screens which specifies the 

structure and graphical elements of the user interface web pages. The main page of the Semantic framework 

is divided into the following parts (see the following figures with the example of views): 

 Header with the main menu, list of Projects, search input and User profile menu. 

 Navigation bar for the domain concepts. 

 Detailed view for the domain concepts 

 Toolbar with the tabs for switching of the main content area which correspond to the types of the 

semantic entities (Processes, Data, KPIs and Predictive functions) and thecontextual part which is 

changing depending on the selected tab. 

 Main content area. 

 

The left-hand side of the screen is dedicated to the domain concepts covering the production processes and 

related resources such as equipment and people. This part is permanently visible and provides acontextual 

overview of the domain for all other entities. It consists of the Navigation bar with the navigation tree 

structure grouped according to main types of the domain concepts at the top position(i.e. Processes, 

Equipment, People) and Detailed view which provides anarrative description of the selected domain concept. 

 

The main part is contextual and can be switched to the Tab navigation menu. Tabs corresponds to the main 

types of the semantic entities and provides detailed information about the Processes, Data (elements), KPIs 

and Predictive Function. 

 

7.1 Process view 

In Process view, theuser can use graphical process editor to model production processes. The graphical 

notation is based on the simplified BPMN
2
 diagrams which consist of the main building blogs – start/end 

node, activity (representing thestep of the production process), generic gateway (branching of the process to 

parallel phases) and sub-processes. Process view is synchronized with the Navigation bar, i.e. user can select 

aparticular element in the Navigation bar and Process view will switch to the particular process/sub-process 

and select the element. Description of the selected element is provided in the Detailed contextual view. 

 

                                                
2
 http://www.bpmn.org/ 
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Figure 6–Process modellingview 

 

7.2 Data and KPIs view 

Data and KPIs view provides alist of data elements and KPIs defined for the specified part of the production 

process or resource. For data elements, it provides information about the role of the attribute (can be used as 

the input/output to the predictive function), measurement units and data type. The important part of the 

view is Filter which allowsselecting only the subset of the elements relevant to the specified domain 

concepts. In this way, users can create a contextual view of the specific data analytics task targeted to the 

optimization of production step or equipment. Additionally, theuser can annotate each data element with the 

arbitrary tags (see Figure 6 – "important" and "mesal" annotations) and use these annotations to further filter 

the presented information. 
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Figure 7–Data view 

 

7.3 Predictive Functions view 

Similarly, to Data view, Predictive Functions view provides the list of semantic elements describing the 

predictive functions specified by the data analysts. List of functions can be filtered according to thecontext 

specified by tags and domain concepts. For selected function, theview provides anoverview of the main 

information about the function such as table summarizing inputs, outputs and influenced KPIs. Additionally, 

this view provides navigation over the different versions of the predictive function. This view will be later 

extended with the summary of the function's performance. 
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Figure 8–Predictive Functions view 

The main goal of the initial version of the Semantic framework was to provide basic edit functionality for all 

main semantic concepts defined in the Cross-sectorial domain model. In the next release, we will extend this 

editor with the presentation of the Performance results for the Predictive functions view. In this presentation, 

theuser will be able to visually review and analyze the impact of the predictive function on the overall KPIs 

specified for the production process. This view will also integrate information about the dependencies 

between various KPIs provided by the Life-cycle Management Plugin. 
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8 Development View 

8.1 Components and data flow 

In this section, we provide a simple example of component organization and data flow in React-Redux 

(server-side rendering application), which is used for Semantic framework implementation.Among the main 

advantage of server-side rendering is its performance. Fig. 8 shows the structure of how server-side 

rendering works. The figure depicts aserver-side rendering of component.js.  

 

Let’s say that component.js is used to show table with some data, which are obtained by API. For this step we 

use Redux
3
 (framework for state management, control states in a JavaScript application), which consists of 

the reducer part - stores data obtained by API and action part - puts data to reducer after data has been 

successfully fetched from API. This represent front-end side of application, which is straightforward, but for 

server-side rendering it is a bit more complex. We need to: 

1. Obtain the data needed to render component.js 

2. Render the HTML using this data 

3. Package and send the HTML to the client 

So the whole process of server-side rendering is as follow: 

1. Logic around component.js (how is this component rendered, how are data fetched from API to 

store, etc.) is build and stored in bundle.js file using Webpack
4
, which is included in index.html 

2. Next is express routing used to control relationship between the URL and its respective component. 

After request for component.js rendering comes from express routing are data needed to render this 

component obtained, component.js HTML is rendered and stored in index.html and finally is index.html sent 

from server to client. 

 

                                                
3
 https://redux.js.org/ 

4
 https://webpack.js.org/ 
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Figure 9–React-Redux Components and Data flow
 

8.2 Implementation view 

In this section, we present an example of Semantic framework tools implementation demonstrated on a 

simple hello-world exampledepictedinFig. 9. The diagram presents the basic design principle, the hierarchy of 

components and visualizes the interaction between used technologies (WebPack, Redux, React, react-redux, 

Node.js). Index.js represents the entry file and root component, which gathers all the sub-components as the 

sub-tree of the Virtual DOM. Provider makes the store available to container components of the application. 

Connection of the React component to Redux allows to use the top-level store. React and Redux bindings are 

not included in Redux by default, therefore react-redux package is used.Next as you can see container 

(provide the data and behavior to presentational or other container components) and presentational (have 

no dependencies on the rest of the app) components are separated. 

 

A more specific version of this implementation view will be presented in the next iteration of the document.     

 

 

Figure 10–React-Redux app structure
 

8.3 Testing 

To achieve ahigh quality of the Semantic framework tools, we perform aset of tests. 

We will implement: 

- Functional testing 

o Unit tests - software testing where individual components of a software are tested. 

o Integration tests - software testing phase in which individual software components are 

combined and tested as a group. 

o Acceptance tests - thepurpose of this tests is to evaluate the system's compliance with the 

business requirements and assess whether it is acceptable for delivery.  

- Non-functional testing 

o Performance tests - testing practice performed to determine how a system performs in terms 

of responsiveness and stability under a particular workload. 

o Usability tests - used to evaluate a product by testing it on users. 
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9 Deployment View 

Fig. 10 shows the deployment diagram of the initial Semantic framework deployment. We used development 

deployment during the implementation and testing of the component. The deployment consisted of a simple 

Clientnode with Redux and an Application server with Node.js
5
 (JavaScript runtime) and MongoDB

6
 database 

as a storage component. When deployed in theData Labenvironment, the database server could be 

separated and run on thestandalone node to achieve better scalability. 

 

Source codes of the initial version of Semantic framework include web-based Semantic modeller tool andare 

available in the Redmine repository:  

http://160.40.51.82/projects/monsoon/repository/revisions/master/show/SemanticModeller 

 

 

Figure 11–Deployment diagram
 

  

                                                
5
 https://nodejs.org/en/ 

6
https://www.mongodb.com/ 

http://160.40.51.82/projects/monsoon/repository/revisions/master/show/SemanticModeller
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10 Conclusion 

The purpose of this document was to introduce the initial version of Semantic framework, a set of toolsused 

to work with the semantic models and to utilize the knowledge expressed in those models to optimize the 

production processes. Initial version focused mostly on identification of relevant use cases and stakeholders, 

and development of the architecture of proposed tools. Initial version provides the web-based user interface 

to create the entities of semantic model and allows to model the processes, process segments, equipment 

used in those processes, data attributes and predictive functions. Initial version of the Semantic framework 

will be updated during the following iterations of the MONSOON project. Future version of the Semantic 

framework would enable the users to create linking between the elements and specify the dependencies 

between the KPIs and predictive functions. Also, as the initial version provides only web-based user interface, 

in the following versions also integration interfaces with other components will be provided.  
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Acronyms 

 

Acronym Explanation 

API Application programming interface 

BPMN Business process modelling notation 

DOM Document object model 

KPI Key performance indicator 

JSON JavaScript object notation 

POC Proof of concept 

REST Representational State Transfer 

SCADA Supervisory control and data acquisition 

UML Unified modelling language 

URL Unified resource locator 
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